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Catalogs were a 
great first step 
but ...

We can do better ...
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● In practice, we struggle with large differences in data access
● Is there a good reason for this heterogeneity?
● APIs are great, but data are delivered to local hard drive as files
● What we really want is ...
http://data.neonscience.org/api/v0/data/DP1.00003.001/JERC/2018-07
https://doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.80968
… data loaded into a computational environment
Approaches
https://github.com/NEONScience/NEON-utilities/tree/master/neonUtilities
https://github.com/NEONScience/NEON-utilities/tree/master/neonUtilities
Still, data are not immediately processable
https://tibhannover.github.io/2018-07-09-FAIR-Data-and-Software/FAIR-remix-PANGAEA/
https://github.com/huberrob/panpython/
Easy for CSV/TSV but ...
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● Differences along dimensions of
○ Data Syntax (CSV, XML, RDF, just to name a few)
○ Exchange Protocols (HTTP but it is more complicated)
○ Programming Language (there are plenty)
● Developing libraries that cover these dimensions is expensive
● Is there an alternative?
